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An intraoral camera is a tool

that dentists use to look at

various parts of your mouth

more closely. The intraoral

camera is a lightweight, stylish

tool which can be used in order

to take quality color pictures of

your teeth and gums and other

parts of your mouth if

necessary.

 Dentists may use the intraoral camera to improve

your oral health and diagnose dental issues such as

tooth decay and periodontal disease, and tooth

damage such as damaged or chipped tooth.

WHAT IS AN INTRAORAL CAMERA?

 Ten years
without
brushing
causes a
horrible

tooth
decade.

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intraoral_camera


PREVENTIVE
DIAGNOSIS AND CARE

 

With the crystal-clear,  sharp images
that  you can take with an intraoral

camera,  you’l l  be able to make
precise diagnoses and

recommended the r ight  treatment
every t ime.  BENEFITS

PATIENT EDUCATION
You can virtual ly  do “show and

tell”  in real  t ime.  This  means you
can take your patient  on a “dental

tour”  of  his  or  her  mouth,ay.

 Avoids signif icant  damage to
your teeth and prevents

future complications.

GUM PROBLEMS ARE
DETECTED EARLIER 

Less invasive and corrective
procedure can be carr ied out  early

ENHANCED PRACTICE
REPUTATION

immense impact on your credibil i ty
and integrity  as a  dental  practit ioner

ACCURATE DIAGNOSIS

IN DENTISTRY



I had gone for filling my cavities.. treatment was very well
done. Each and every medical person was well aware of

what is the solution for the problem at hand. Doctors and
staff were very supportive, quality of treating patients and

way they handled the problems with patients was
exceptional; go to solution for anyone with tooth problems!
Clinic environment was also also warm and welcoming &
definitely recommended for anyone with tooth related

issues ..
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